
A father is referred to your program and seems interested but doesn’t follow up. A father enrolls but seems 
to never show up to workshops. A father begins participating in workshops but stops attending somewhere 
along the way. Sound familiar?
Fatherhood programs—like all social service programs—experience recruitment and engagement 
challenges, and behavioral science has been proven to help. Behavioral science is the systematic study of 
how humans behave in the real world. Research in the field deepens our understanding of how people make 
decisions and what helps them follow through on things they intend to do—or prevents them from doing so. 

The SIMPLER framework is a tool that can help social service programs apply proven principles of behavioral 
science to participant recruitment and engagement.1 The principles in SIMPLER have been shown to be 
e�ective in many contexts.2 Fatherhood programs might consider using SIMPLER to help fathers stay 
engaged and promote strong participation.

IN PRACTICE

IMPLEMENTATION 
PROMPTS
Encourage people to plan the 
steps they will take to 
complete a task. A 
well-organized plan can move 
people from intention to 
action.

SOCIAL INFLUENCE
Highlight the behavior of 
peers or other influential 
people to encourage people to 
achieve their goals. People 
tend to follow what they think 
others are doing.

Use testimony about the program from current 
participants or alumni in printed materials, on 
the web, and in social media.

To encourage referrals from community 
partners, invite graduates to attend meetings 
with those partners and describe their program 
experiences.

MAKE DEADLINES
Emphasize the importance 
and urgency of completing an 
action step by establishing a 
due date. A deadline can 
discourage the tendency to 
rank today’s needs over 
tomorrow’s. 

O�er interested fathers the opportunity to 
receive an incentive if they enroll by a certain 
date.

If a father misses a class, ask him to respond 
within a certain time frame to schedule a 
makeup session.

IN PRACTICE

Talk through who might watch a father’s child 
when he attends, how long to leave for travel, 
or the steps involved with logging onto a 
remote meeting.

Have fathers write their plans to attend on 
appointment cards they take with them, or in 
text messages they send you.

IN PRACTICE

AUGUST



1  The SIMPLER framework and acronym were developed by an MDRC-led team as part of the Behavioral Interventions to Advance Self-Su�iciency 
(BIAS) project, sponsored by the Administration for Children and Families in the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. BIAS was the first 
major opportunity to apply behavioral research to human services programs that serve families in the United States who have low incomes. For 
more information, see Nudging Change in Human Services: Final Report of the Behavioral Interventions to Advance Self-Su�iciency (BIAS) Project. 
2 MDRC has applied these techniques to projects including BIAS, BIAS-Next Generation, the Behavioral Interventions in Child Support Services (BICS) 
project, and many others.
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IN PRACTICEPERSONALIZATION
Personalize information by 
using a person’s name or 
alluding to that person’s 
unique circumstances. A 
personal touch can be more 
engaging and improve 
outcomes.

When calling or texting to remind a father 
about services, use his name and refer to 
details you have learned in previous 
conversations.

O�er examples of how a workshop milestone 
connects to a father’s personal goals. 

IN PRACTICELOSS AVERSION
Focus on what someone might 
lose by missing an 
opportunity. The prospect of 
missing out may be more 
powerful, psychologically, 
than the possibility of gaining 
something.

Frame choices based on benefits that could be 
lost by NOT following the plan, rather than 
potential benefits that could be earned by 
taking additional steps.

Use messages that stress “don’t miss out” (for 
example, “don’t miss the opportunity to learn 
about the jobs at XYZ company”) rather than 
being specific about what fathers might gain.

IN PRACTICEEASE
Make things as easy as 
possible by removing any 
perceived hassles or barriers. 
People are more likely to 
complete an action or task if 
the benefits outweigh the 
expected costs.  

O�er clear, simple explanations of the process 
to enroll and attend. Provide this information 
in multiple ways (verbally, on paper, with 
visuals).

O�er on-site childcare services, rather than 
referring fathers to an o�-site provider.

IN PRACTICEREMINDERS
Reduce mental e�ort by 
providing cues that a task still 
needs to be completed. 
Repeated contact generally 
leads to stronger results.

Send regular text/email reminders of 
appointments and other commitments.

Encourage participants to set reminders for 
workshops or appointments on their phones.

https://www.mdrc.org/sites/default/files/2017_MDRC_BIAS_Final_Report_FR.pdf



